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 Inefficient or unsafe travel.

 Inability to locate subject.

 Inaccurate search debrief

 Improper completion of search assignment

Navigation Errors:  Why Worry ?
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Error Prevention Science

Applied to SAR Navigation

(Who Is This Guy?)

 Climbing and mountaineering background

 Active in SAR since 2008

 Member:  Everett Mountain Rescue

 Ph.D. – Behavioral Neuroscience

 Navigation Coordinator for Airscent K9 Team

 Lead Instructor:  Wilderness Navigation for SCVSAR

 Experience applying risk-prevention science to health care delivery

 Formal training in human behavior and human factors

“Well, you don’t look like an

experimental psychologist to me.”



Snohomish County Search and Rescue

Everett Mountain Rescue

Located in Washington State, 

SCVSAR comprises multiple 

geographic “units”, and multiple 

“specialty teams”.

Everett Mountain Rescue works 

closely with SCVSAR and other 

local mountain rescue units.  



SCVSAR and EMR

Our Search Environment Challenges

 Dense forest.

 Heavy underbrush.

 “All trails uphill”.

 Cascade range

 Olympic Mountains

 Mount Rainier

 SAR Human Factors:

 Disorientation

 Cold, wet weather

 Fatigue

 Route complexity

 Radio comms.  



Psychology of Wilderness Navigation

Cognitive Challenges

 Multi-Tasking !

 Math (add, subtract, divide)

 Spatial Recognition

 Communication of coordinates  

 Interpretation of symbols

Cognitive Tasks

 Maintain position awareness

 Read bearings

 Orient to map

 Plot coordinates

 Operate GPS



The Psychology of Navigation*

Two Components of Successful Navigation:

Navigation Planning (Wayfinding)

• Communication of coordinates

• Map reading and interpretation

• Correct navigation plan & intent

Active Navigation (Locomotion)

• Follow / read a bearing.

• Orient to map and environment.

• Estimate distance travelled (DED reckoning)

• Maintain position awareness.

• Remain oriented.



The Psychology of Navigation*

Humans maintain orientation as they 

navigate using a combination of:

 “DED” reckoning. (direction + estimated distance)

(“We’ve been hiking 30 minutes on this bearing 

and should cross the stream soon”)

 Landmark-based updating:
(“Here’s the stream on the map”)

Orientation During Active Navigation: 



1.Differentiation – the degree to which parts of 

the environment look the same or different..

2.Visual Access – Ability to see viewpoints or 

landmarks.

3.Terrain complexity

Environmental Factors that 

Affect Ease of Navigation*



The Psychology of Navigation
(Summary of Concepts)

Planning / Intent
“Wayfinding”

Active Navigation
“Locomotion”

• “DED” Reckoning

• Landmark Updating

• “Position Awareness”



Human Error

The most common mode of cell-phone failure:

“I did not intend to drop my cell phone into the toilet . . . “



“To Error Is Human”
(Summary of Research on Human Error Rates)

Error Cited in Research Error Rate Similar Navigation Task

Reading a gauge incorrectly 1 out of 200 Reading a compass bearing

Error in a multi-step task 30% Navigation during training

Error in single task under stress 50% Reading a compass at night?

Error in multi-step task under stress > 50% ? Navigation during mission . . . 

At night?  In the rain and cold?

Single 

Task

Multi-

Step

Task

Multi-Step 

Task

Under 

Stress



Task Overload

Mount Rainier 2014:  Search for missing 64 y/o male hiker.  

• K9 Team with 2 experienced SAR volunteers.  

• Helo deployment to 7000-ft pass on Wonderland Trail.

• Search mixed terrain – mostly snowfields.

Tasks:

• Receive/understand mission assignment.

• Prep gear and K9.

• Check out NPS-compatible radios.

• Deal with NPS radio repeaters.

• Drive to heli-spot at 8000 ft.

• Helo orientation and safety briefing.

• Deal with helmets and flight suits.

• Helo transfer and insertion.

• Remember to activation NPS locator beacon?  (not so much .  .  .)X



Fatigue in SAR Volunteers*

* from: Understanding Fatigue in SAR Volunteers, K Manning, SARworld 2015

Under fatigue conditions, US Coastguard measured a 40-50% 

reduction in detection of medium and low visibility targets.

Factors contributing to fatigue:

• Insufficient or fragmented sleep

• Changing work/rest schedule

• Exposure to extreme environments

• High stress



Take Home Message

SAR Navigation is a complex cognitive task, 

usually performed under conditions known to 

increase the likelihood of human errors.



SAR navigation is a complex cognitive 

task, often performed under the stress 

of time pressure, darkness, and bad 

weather.

Humans routinely make cognitive 

errors, and -- this error rate increases 

dramatically under stress conditions.

In SAR, we can adopt tactics from 

safety-critical industries that will help 

prevent errors, or capture them early 

when they do occur.

Why Error Prevention Science?



Human Error

(Active Failures)

1. Start with 3 y/o boy in front yard.

2. Yummy biscuit in left hand.

3. Fist full of dirt in right hand.

4. Intent:  Big bite of yummy biscuit.

5. Result ?

Intent:  Good

Execution:  Not so much . . .X



Understanding Errors*
(20 years of science in 1 slide)

Latent

Errors

Active 

Failures
ERROR!

• Poor design

• Complex procedures

• Inadequate training

• Faulty equipment

• “System Problems”

• Mistakes

• Slips

• Lapses

• Procedure violations

• “Human Error”

* Based on the work of James Reason, Ph.D.



Designed for User Error

As designed, the standard USB plug is a set-up for 

a user error rate of about 50%. This is a human 

factors nightmare foisted upon millions of people.



Boat Ramp of Death
(Tacoma, WA)

In the last 10 years, five people made a wrong turn, 

mistook this boat ramp for a road, drove into the 

water, and died of drowning.



Latent Errors in Trail Design
(Descending from Mount Pilchuck) 

Rough trail

Trail enters

Talus Field

To Trailhead

From Summit

Every year 2-3 hiking parties 

enter this very rough and rocky 

portion of the trail while 

descending from Pilchuck. 

They miss the 90o turn, and 

follow the natural slope of the 

broad talus gully; find 

themselves lost on the west 

side of the mountain, and call 

911.

“System” Factors:

• Eyes focused down on talus.

• 90o turn

• Natural path leads off route



Latent Errors in Trail Design
(Descending from Mount Pilchuck) 



 Skydiver (wearing “flying squirrel suit”) 

exits aircraft over Cascade foothills.

 Pilot banks away, failing to watch 

skydiver’s descent.

 Something goes very wrong – skydiver is 

reported missing.

 Coordinates derived from aircraft radar 

track:  Map Datum NAD27.

 Coordinates transmitted to Incident 

Command and ground teams – who are 

using maps based on Map Datum 

WGS84.

 Confusion about where group searchers 

should focus.

?

Latent Errors in SAR
(Mixed Map Datums) 



Designed for User Error

As designed, this mirror compass has a two built-in 

failure modes:  (1) Reading from the wrong side of the 

compass dial; (2) “Boxing” the south-pointing needle.

Note that if you make 

both errors at the same 

time, they cancel out!



Latent Errors
(in current events)

“According to the Times, Los 

Angeles Police Department 

Sgt. Roy Ceja said that the 

driver likely mistook the gas 

pedal for the brake, causing 

the crash.”

9-year-old girl, 2 others hurt as car 

crashes into Los Angeles airport

USA TODAY 1:20 a.m. EDT June 1, 2015



Take Home Message

Mistakes (Active Errors) are a normal part of 

human behavior

It is important to understand that Latent Errors 

(equipment design, system features, 

environmental factors) can increase the 

probability that humans will make mistakes!



Lessons from

Safety-Critical Industries

The commercial aviation industry has 

used human factors and safety science 

to revolutionize their safety performance
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How to Prevent 

Navigation Errors

Be perfect.

The End.

This approach has been used for years in 

health care – and results in the injury or death 

of 100’s of thousands of patients every year.



Healthcare Has Been Late 

to Adopt Safety Science

“When it comes to the Indianapolis case, Baxter Healthcare maintains the fault 

lies with the nurses who administered the drug.”

"We hate to see any medication errors with our drugs," said Erin Gardiner, a 

spokeswoman for the Deerfield, Ill., drug maker. "But whenever you have a 

human component involved, there's always a risk of error. That's why it's so 

important for clinicians to read the name and dose of drug before giving it to a 

patient.“   [Italics added:  JGM]

“Look-alike” heparin labels killed too many infants



Active 

Failures

• Mistakes

• Slips

• Lapses

• Procedure violations

• “Human Error”

Understanding Errors
(Modern Safety Science)

Latent

Errors
ERROR!

• Poor design

• Complex procedures

• Inadequate training

• Faulty equipment

• “System Factors”

Active Failures (human error) will always be with us.

Best approach:  Identify and reduce the sources of 

Latent Errors.



Understanding Errors
(Where to Intervene)

Latent

Errors

Active 

Failures
ERROR!

• Poor design

• Complex procedures

• Inadequate training

• Faulty equipment

• “System Problems”

• Mistakes

• Slips

• Lapses

• Procedure violations

• “Human Error”

Strong               Weak

Strong interventions focus on identifying and 

eliminating contributing factors (latent errors). 



Weaker Interventions

 Training

 Call for enhanced vigilance

 Double checks

Warning labels

Memos

Astion ML. 2009. Why telling staff to “be more careful” doesn’t work: patient safety interventions.  

Clinical Laboratory News. 2009;35(7): 15-16.



What’s Wrong 

With This Picture?

Compass users will “box” the 

wrong end of the magnetic 

needle, and read 180o off.

(The only thing that prevents 

this is remembering which 

needle to “box”)

And what about correcting for 

declination ??



Weaker Interventions

 Training

 Call for enhanced vigilance

 Reminders

 “Be smarter!”

Memos

Memo   6/7/15

To:  All SAR Personnel

From:  Head Navigation Honcho

Re:  Using Compass Correctly

Stop making errors immediately.

Always remember the correct 

declination.  Carefully add (or 

subtract, I can never remember) the 

magnetic declination when taking 

each bearing.  And be sure not to 

make any arithmetic errors.  

And for God Sakes, box the right 

end of the needle!



Take Home Message

The best way to prevent error is to look 

for, identify, and remove Latent Errors.

Employ strong interventions, 

not weak interventions



Applying

Error Prevention Science

to SAR Navigation

Pre-Mission standardization

Look for “latent errors”

Use strong Interventions

Reduce Cognitive Loading

Redundancy and Error Capture



Estimating Distance Traveled
Personalize Your Distance Estimates!

You can create “self-calibrated” 

tables – these are very useful for 

accurately estimating travel time 

or distance – both on trail and 

cross-country  

Your “Pace Count”:

Number of paces you 

take to travel 100 meters



Estimating Distance Traveled
Tips for Self-Calibration

Through Brush or Cross Country:

 Counting paces while navigating cross country is just not practical, so the 

recommended practice is to estimate distance using time travelled.

 To self-calibrate, you can measure and time yourself on 100 meter courses across 

various terrain (easy flat brush, moderate flat brush, easy uphill brush, etc.)  Time 

yourself while carrying your mission pack, and pausing occasionally to check you 

are following the correct bearing.  It should generally be OK to use multiples of 

those times, but be aware that fatigue may slow you down over longer distances.

Example of a personal 

calibration table for distance 

travelled cross country.



1. From drop-off point, travel one half 

mile on dirt road on heading of 

300o.                                

(estimated travel time = 10 min)

2. Travel 250 meters south(180o) 

cross-county.                   

(estimated travel time = 3-5 min)

3. Grid West (270o) cross-country for 

600 meters.                      

(estimated travel time = 10-11 min)

4. Drop South (180o) 100 meters.  

(estimated travel time = 2 min)

5. Grid East (90o) cross-country . . . 

and so on . . . 

A Navigation Plan
Incorporating travel time estimates



Pre-Mission Standardization

Location of Base:   Mount Pilchuck Trailhead

UTM:  Easting  05  88  274 Northing  53  24  

781

Magnetic Declination:  16o East

Elevation:  3140 feet         Map Datum:  WGS 84

Radio Channel for Search Teams:  GF Repeater

Forecast:  Rain/snow moving in after 10:00PM



Post Standard Information

At Incident Command ?

Location of Base:   Mount Pilchuck Trailhead

UTM:  Easting  05  88  274 Northing  53  24  781

 Check Magnetic Declination: 16o East

 Calibrate Altimeter: 3140 feet         

 Check GPS Map Datum:  WGS 84

 Set Radio Channel:  GF Repeater

Forecast:  Rain/snow moving in after 10:00PM



Equipment Standards

Military Standards:

A model for reducing 

error in field conditions

SAR Standards:

Not so much . . . 



Standardize

Systems and Equipment

Full disclosure:  Is our county perfect ?

SCVSAR SCVSAR SCVSAR SCVSAR

SCVSAR SCVSAR SCVSAR SCVSAR

SCVSAR SCVSAR SCVSAR SCVSAR



System-Based Checks

For new members and at intervals:

Pack Check:  

Do you have the right gear?

Compass Check:

Using the correct declination? X



Latent Errors in

Coordinate Systems

Lat / Lon UTM USNG

Forms Multiple forms, 

easily confused 

on radio or when 

written down.

Single form Single form

Units Do not translate 

directly or easily 

to distance on the

ground.

Meters on the 

ground

Meters on the 

ground

Cognitive Factors Mixed units:  

degrees + decimal

Single units 

(meters)

Varying number of 

digits.

Concatenated

digits



Lat / Lon UTM USNG

Forms Multiple forms, 

easily confused 

on radio or when 

written down.

Single form Single form

Units Do not translate 

directly or easily 

to distance on the

ground.

Meters on the 

ground

Meters on the 

ground

Cognitive Factors Mixed units:  

degrees + decimal

Single units 

(meters)

Varying number of 

digits.

Concatenated

digits

Strong Intervention



“Cognitive Loading”

(as a latent error)

18SUJ234064 - Locates a point with a precision of 100 meters

18SUJ23480647 - Locates a point with a precision of 10 meters 

18SUJ2348306479 - Locates a point with a precision of 1 meter 

The recommended formatting of USNG coordinates requires:

(a) Parsing out Grid Zone and 100Km-square identifiers.

(b) Counting remaining digits and dividing in the middle.

(c) Mentally determining level of accuracy provided by digits.

And . . . Provides no easy way to see any missing digits. 



Forcing functions are design features that 

constrain user behavior.

Examples:

 Remove high concentration heparin from 

pediatric hospital units.

Microwave oven automatically shuts off 

when door is opened.

They deprive prevent mistake-prone humans 

from opportunities to make those mistakes.

Forcing Functions
(Strong Interventions)



Check (and update) declination adjustments 

at trainings and team meetings.

Mandate (and enforce) use of compasses 

with built-in adjustment for declination. 

Forcing Functions
(Compass Use)



This Brunton “O.S.S.” model compass eliminates 

this failure mode by “forcing” the user to box the 

magnetic needle orienting to the north. 

Avoiding the “box the south end of the needle” problem 

Forcing Functions
(Compass Use)



Error Prevention and Capture

The commercial aviation industry specifies that no 

“single engine failure”  will bring down an aircraft.

We can apply those same principles to reduce 

errors in SAR wilderness navigation.



 911 Call:  Father, 11 y/o and 7 y/o 

went for day hike and are lost.

 Terrain:  Heavily forested, 3000-ft 

elevation.

 Phase 2 cell phone coordinates 

transmitted from SNOPAC to 

SNOCO Deputy to SAR.

 Coordinates converted to UTM 

and plotted on map (and entered 

on handheld GPS units).

 Night falls, as SAR teams struggle 

with finding access on FS roads.

 Subject’s vehicle located; voice 

contact made; subjects located 

shivering in the dark.  All safe.

Rescue from Gold Mountain
(May 2015) 



Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Step 1:  Characterize Process)

SNOPAC (911)

• Receives 911 

call from lost 

subject.

• Obtains subject 

cell coordinates.

• Relays 

coordinates to 

SAR IC.

Lat/Lon UTM 

Incident 

Command

• Receives subject 

coordinates.

• Converts Lat/Lon 

to UTM.

• Radios UTMs to 

Field Teams.

Field Teams

• Receive UTM 

coordinates.

• Transcribes to 

GPS and search 

plan.

? dd.ddddo

? ddo.mm.mmm

? ddo.mm.ss.sss

? map datum 

? radio garbled

? map datum

? correct UTMs 



Ground team navigates 
to wrong location 

Team enters wrong 
coordinates in map/GPS

Team has correct coords. 
but makes navigation error 

OR

OR

SNOPAC 
(911) gets 

bad coords

Coords transmitted 
incorrectly from 

SNOPAC

Coords received 
incorrectly by 

team

Coords incorrectly 
converted  

(Lat/Lon to UTM)

Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Step 2:  Create “Fault Tree”)

“Single engine failure”.

Note that any single error 

propagates up to cause a 

top-level failure event.

Navigation Planning Active Navigation



Ground team navigates 
to wrong location 

Team enters wrong 
coordinates in map/GPS

Team has correct coords. 
but makes navigation error 

OR

OR

SNOPAC 
(911) gets 

bad coords

Coords transmitted 
incorrectly from 

SNOPAC

Coords received 
incorrectly by 

team

Coords incorrectly 
converted  

(Lat/Lon to UTM)

P = 10/100 

P = 75/100 

P = 65/100 

P = 30/100 P = 20/100 P = 5/100 P = 10/100 

At OR gates, 

probabilities add.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Step 3:  Estimate Error Probabilities)

Note that the model 

predicts a “top-level” 

error rate of 75%  !!!



Ground team navigates 
to wrong location 

Team enters wrong 
coordinates in map/GPS

Team has correct coords. 
but makes navigation error 

OR

AND

OR

SNOPAC 
(911) gets 

bad coords

Coords transmitted 
incorrectly from 

SNOPAC

Coords received 
incorrectly by 

team

IC converts 
Lat/Lon to UTM 

incorrectly

P = 10/100 

P = 54/100 

P = 44/100 

P = 30/100 P = 20/100 P = 5/100 P = 10/100 

At AND gates, 

probabilities 

multiply!.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Step 4:  Identify Interventions)

OSU converts 
Lat/Lon to UTM 

incorrectly

P = 30/100 

Lat/Lon converted to UTM incorrectly 

P = 9/100 

By adding one redundant 

check, we reduced the top 

level probability of error from 

75/100 to 54/100, almost a 

30% reduction in error rate.



Multiplying Fractions!

30

100

30

100

900

10,000

9

100



Ground team navigates 
to wrong location 

Team enters wrong 
coordinates in map/GPS

Team has correct coords. 
but makes navigation error 

OR

AND

OR

SNOPAC 
(911) gets 

bad coords

Coords transmitted 
incorrectly from 

SNOPAC

Coords received 
incorrectly by 

team

IC converts 
Lat/Lon to UTM 

incorrectly

P = 10/100 

P = 54/100 

P = 44/100 

P = 30/100 P = 20/100 P = 5/100 P = 10/100 

At AND gates, 

probabilities 

multiply!.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Step 4:  Identify Interventions)

OSU converts 
Lat/Lon to UTM 

incorrectly

P = 30/100 

Lat/Lon converted to UTM incorrectly 

P = 9/100 

By adding one redundant 

check, we reduced the top 

level probability of error from 

75/100 to 54/100, almost a 

30% reduction in error rate.



Use Redundancy 

To Navigation Reduce Errors

Map & Compass

Search team stays 

on intended route

At 2AM, Team 4 is assigned to descend the Kelly Creek drainage on 

the south side of Mount Pilchuck.  Navigating in the dark they:

1. Attempt to follow a general compass bearing of 190 degrees.

2. Use their ears to stay close to the east side of Kelly Creek.

3. Track their route on two different GPS units.

GPSBrains & Senses



Error Capture

Opportunities

1. Navigation training exercise.

2. Checkpoint on top of knoll.

3. Students (in pairs) instructed to dial in next 

bearing, and point in that direction.

4. 3 of 5 teams:  Pointing in different directions.

(A 60% error rate)



Authority Gradient Error

Which of the following 

statements are true?

1. One of the worst airline disasters in 

history (KLM Tenerife, 1977) was 

caused when the co-pilot hesitated 

to question the judgment of a 

senior pilot.

2. Every scrub nurse will speak up if 

she sees the surgeon about to 

operate on the wrong surgical site.

3. Senior experienced SAR staff 

never make navigation errors. 

(hint)

X

X



Authority Gradient Error

Announce navigation decisions up the authority gradient:

Chief High SAR Commander:  “We go SW from here”

SAR member on 2nd mission:    “Well . . . ok”

SAR member on 2nd mission:   “We go NE from here”

Chief High SAR Commander: “Well, I was going to say SW, 

so this would be a good opportunity

to compare our navigation thinking”



Take Home Message

1. Employ standards

2. Identify latent error factors

3. Use system-level (strong) error prevention

4. Avoid and reduce cognitive loading

5. Use redundancy as error-capture opportunities



Snohomish County Volunteer

Search and Rescue

Where all the women are strong,

All the navigation instructors are good-looking, 

And all the navigators are above average .  .  .

Guy Mansfield, Ph.D.

jgmansfield@msn.com


